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for him. 
Of course, things can 
change, as we all know. I 
mean, Ciinton was the 
first president not to be 
involved in the military, 
and Bush was the first 
president to pretend to be 
involved in the military. 
So maybe you could get 
elected with only your 
Dear Barack Obama, 
· state legislature tcnt>s, 
and two-thirds of one in 
the big leagues, bu! will 
you be ready? That, too, is 
Well aren't you Mr. Popular right 
now? First the cover of TIME magazine, 
then you're on Meet the Press, then_ the 
front cover of both the Chicago Sun-
Times and The Chronicle. What 's left? 
Playboy? 
I'm glad to see things are going well 
with your career; I mean, you seem like 
a nice fellow, and our political concerns 
seem to be fairly weli-aligned. But 
here's the t!Jing; You're getting a little 
overzealous. Back off, buddy. 
I read last week in the Chicago 
Tribune that you are "considering a run 
for president in 2008" and are no longer 
dedicated to serving a full six-year tet:m 
in Congress. 
Really, Barack? Is that seriously ·a 
good idea? Surely, a graduate of 
Columbia University and Harvard Law 
School must be aware that the last pres-
ident to be elected without any execu-
tive branch experience was Kennedy, 
and even he had a full term in the Senate 
under his belt-not to mention a 
Put itzer Prize. 
Correct me if I'm wrong, but I don't 
think a president has ever been elected 
without completing an entire term in a 
serious government office. barring the 
flrst four or five. Nader tries a lot. Good 
debatable. 
When you were first elected in 2004, 
you made it oovious that you intended to 
complete the term, even in the face of all 
those early claims that you are Oval 
Office material. lloe exact words you 
may have forgotten·, but don' t worry, the 
Chicago Sun-limes keeps them cata-
lo!lued: " I can unequivocally say I will 
not be·running for natior1al office in four 
years.'· Breaking promises already? 
lsn 't that a luxury ·usually reserved for 
after you're sworn in? Some call it 
ambitious, but I just think you have an 
itchy trigger finger. You'd be we117 
advised to settle down a bit. 
· In 2008, what legislation will you be 
able to point at?·This isn' tjust a prefer-
ence thing for me. I actually think that 
you need at least a full term, if not a few, 
in order to make a name for yourself that 
can be backed up with solid proof of a 
productive ten~re . Right now, you've 
got the name part down. You're certain-
ly the most spoken-of young politician 
around, if only because of these claims 
of"nationaJ unity .. and that stupid head-
line on the cover of Newsweek in 2004 
that read, "Seeing Purple." But anyone 
who tal:es the time to examine your 
positions would see that you are a 
so;>homore year . and 
though it was nice, after 
awhile the aOer.tion 
seemed to wear off. 
Now I've seen the same 
thing, or a variation of 
it, take place with a 
friend of mine's rela-
iionship. They recently 
decided to move in 
together after graduat-
ing college. They had 
only bee'n dating a few 
months, but she is !Tom 
M l"k fh f h Chicago and he is !Tom e I ey e ouc y Indiana; they had to 
Two years ago, when I lived about a 
minute away from my then-boy!Tiend, 
I was constantly over at his place. I 
hated my roommate at the time and my 
apartment wasn't safe or comfortable, 
whereas he Ji ·~ed with three of our 
mutual guy friends, his house was 
awesome and I always had fun there. 
Not only did I hang out tilere a lot, I 
slept in his bed about 90 percent of the 
time, with the few exceptions being 
when we were in a fight _or had con-
flicting schedules-which w<U rarely, 
because our lives revolvc:d around 
each other. So every evening we would 
fal) asleep cuddling and then through-
out the night I would steal the covers, 
he would steal them back and it would 
be a constant battle for space in his 
twin bed. It was a comfortable part of 
our daily routine. 
We were nearly living together my 
• decide to either break it 
off and go back to their hometowns or 
move in together "and make a living out 
here where she got a job. 
They ended up moving in together 
about two months ago, and though 
they were happy for awhile, the time 
finnlly came when she just decided it 
wasn' t working out. So now the two of 
them are going tc live together until 
they figure out how to get their own 
plare~. s!nce ne1ther of them are neces-
sarily rolling in the dough. When 
asked how the sleeping situation 
would go con.sidtring they share the 
same bed, she said they will continue 
to sleep in it- it didn' t matter anyway, 
she said, because they dido 't touch that 
much in bed when they were dating. 
That came as a shoek to me. Thev 
dido 't touch in beci? It's not like I think· 
they should be goi.1g at it all night, tut 
I at least wouiJ cxpe~t n bit of cud-
straight-up Democrat. On health care, 
abortion, gun control and the war in 
Iraq, you're toeing the party_ line. No 
purple there. 
We are a fickle people, Barack. We 
get distracted by these glossy headlines 
and cute catch phrases, and that's why 
we're all walking around with a skip in 
our step, picturing your face and mlking 
about you to our rriends like we climbed 
out of bed with you this morning. We 
like to think that we' ve· got eve~'lhing 
tigured out for 2008 already, that we've 
got this bright new senator whc's going 
to get into office and cure our nation's 
bipartisanship. 
But will you? I'm sure you're nice, 
but what are you going to do different-
ly? Have you done anything differently 
yet? Remember when you first g<'t that 
Senate seat, and you made prOill ises to 
work with John McCain on a commit-
tee? Then, when the time came to do 
that, you stood him up via press release. 
What happened there, hot shot?· 
But more importantly, what will ha!}-
pen? Just because the majority of !lie 
nation has been swept away in your 
charisma, Barack, doesn't mean you 
should let them dictate your political 
career. You're letting all this stupid hype 
go to your head and it just makes yo"u 
look foolish.' It's like you' re reading the 
newspapers and seeing your face all 
over them and thinking, "Gee; golly, 
people like me. They want me to run for 
president. I'm gonna do that!" 
Well, you're wrong, Barack. Youe, 
face is all over the newspapers because 
you're young and good-looking and you 
seem to have a good head on your shoul-
ders. That would be a good reason to run 
in six years-not two. . 
I believe in you, Barack, and I want to 
vote for you--just not quite yet. 
mbyrne@chronicl~mail.com 
dling, maybe some hand-holding or 
spooning. In my list of advl)l)!nges 10 
having a boyfriend, cuddli:lg_. al)d 
showing affection are in the t~p five. If 
I'm in a bed with a guy that I r,onsidlir 
to be more than a rriend, I find it' odd 
and discomforting if we aren't touch-
ing somehow. ' · 
With my new guy, I never have to 
worry about not touching. I t_'~ a rarity 
that we have a whole night to spen~ 
together, so I take advant.ige of tbe 
time we do have, which is typically_ on 
the weekends, either in the city. or in 
the suburbs. This past weekend; \twas 
the suborbs, where both of us stay at 
our parents' places, and I'm 'not com-
fortable with the whole. having 
sex/sleeping over thing when parents 
are in the vicinity. Therefore, there was 
no sleepover and, sadly enough, no sex 
or spooning till the sun comes up. · 
It made me sad that I couldn 't get 
any sort of touching action from him 
when we hung out, but at le&.lt I know. 
that . there's still the chance of it-
unlike my friend. whose desire to 
show affection went out the window 
far too soon. I think there's someth ing 
to say for a couple that can 't keep thrir 
hands off each other all nighJ. Though 
I know it's inevitable to reach 11 point 
where the touching isn't as common, 
the day I stop wanting to cuddle wilh a 
guy, I know it's time to give the Qld 
heave-ho; because in my 'booJk, no 
touchy equals no l~vry. 
tbreynu@chronlcf~(IIUil. C:lfll 
~ w.~~~~~2.~~'!'!!!,~!;~,, ($) RaUnga Guide So, 11 that ryiovle 
worth watching? 
That CD worth 
buying? Count 
the hearts' In 
tach rtvlew and 
ust this handy 
chart to find out. 
Mark Byrne - rnbyrne@chronlclemall.com - (312) 344-8969 
Mary Kroeck - mkroeck@chronlclemall.com - (312) 344-8971 
Michael Claire - mclalre@chronlclemall.com - (312) 344-8982 
Brent White - bwhlte@chronlclemall.corn • (312) 344-8970 
Usually when a child is taken away !Tom a par-
ent without his fuU consent and understanding of 
the situation, it is called kidnapping. That is, unless 
you're Madonna. Then it's just called m iscommu-
nication or something minor like that; it doesn' t 
really ma'!er, because sh.: 's getting a kid no matter 
what it ta.l{es. 
Nee<! to spend 18 mot)ths in Malawi in order. to 
adopt a child? Ain't no !hang, just use money and 
po':Ver to smooth out any legal troubles, and those 
18 months dwindle down to weeks. The baby's 
father doesn't realize that his child is gone forever? 
That's OK, he can always have .anoth.er one and if 
he nev~ sees his son again, he' ll just think about 
how happy his son is hanging out with Madge at 
the Kabbalah center. 
The. whole Madonna ordeal started when news 
suddenly sprang up that she ~:YBS trying to adopt 1-
year-old David Banda, a Malawian boy she didn.'t 
know much about but feh a coonection with after 
seeing him in a video about the country. Ever since 
then, gossip and speculation have been corning 
from the media, human rights groups and the boy's 
father. 
Regll!'dless ofwllether Madonna .actually broke 
laws to get the child or if David's father really 
didn't .understand the circumstances of his son's 
adoption, the lady is a jackass for focusing the 
attention on herself. Of course, she's an attention 
whore, but this adoption' should be more about the 
boy rather than the mother's appearuce on Oprah 
or her distress. · 
At the beginning of the adoption process the 
singer said she didn' t want a lot of attention from 
the medi11-. Her answer to that is, of course. to talk 
to all the celebrity magazines and appear on a show 
hosted by one of the most famous people in the 
country. While Madonna's attompt to help out 
Malawi and the boy seems like a noble effort, in the 
end it'~ comil)g out more like just another way for 
her to sneak a photo and a quote into the headlines. 
Oet over yourself, Madonna, and focus oa your 
soon-to-be-three kids. It is all for the kids, riJbt? 
- T. Breyne 
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Katie Sheridan: Holler! This g irl is the 
shit and ·my BFF. We've had some seri-
ously magical moments . 
Hideaway beds: I slept in one this 
weekend and my life wi ll never be the 
same. Why make your bed when you 
can just tum it into a wall? It was styi-
Pumpkin spice lattes: Words can hard- ish and comfortable and I think I' ll · 
ly describe how phenomenal these are. install one in every room of my future 
It's like a caffeine-infused pumpkin pie house. That way when I'm tired, I 
dream. As a usual black coffee drinker, w0n ' t have to walk to my room. Plus 
these lattes turned me on to the terribly it' II make a great place to hide for the 
expensive side of the daily caffeine fix: . • next time I' m running ·ftom the cops. 
specialty drinks. The end of pumpkin · 
season will leave a .bittersweet taste ·in 
my mouth as I go back to black and see 
more green in my wallet. 
Awkward encounters: At the time 
when these uncomfortable moments are 
happening I feel terrible, but later they 
make for great stories. The llther week-
end I ran into a girl whose finger I broke 
during an aggressive game of floor 
hockey in eighth grade gym class. 
Apparently, she and her now fteakishly 
jointed ·finger haven't forgotten about ·it. 
Whoops. Hey Cameron, stay away from 
3 1-year-old women ·who offer you a 
place to crash. 
Box-head: This is easily the most hilar-
ious drinking game ever. Just answer 
this: How can anything involving mass 
quantities of beer and some drunken fool 
inevitably wearing a box on her head 
humming old school Disney tunes not be 
fun? Exactly my point. 
Polaroid cameras and photo booths: 
Instant gratification at its finest. 
, Preservatives: I'm not a vegetarian, but 
I do ·love my. frui ts and veggies. Only, 
every time I -stock up, I eat well for the 
first ·few.days and then completely for-
get about them until the refrigerator 
smells so foul it makes my eyes water, 
warranting a mass cleanout of the now-
oozing brown mush that used to be pr9-
duce. Thanks to preservatives, months 
ean pass before the smell triggers my 
maln~urished memory. 
lndepende.'lce Day: Any movie with 
Will Smith, Jeff Goldblum and aliens 
that torch the W~ite House makes for 
some mighty fine entertainment. 
Microwayes: There's someth ing about 
nuking the food I' m about to ingest that 
both exci tes and terrifies me. It's like 
lunchtime Russ ian roulette. It keeps me 
on my toes. 
Micro Bytes Sweet Tarts: These tiny 
chewable Sweet Tart~ come in bright, 
bold colors-each with its own g lorious 
formula of sugar and sour ecstasy. Be 
ready to eat the whole bag in one sitting 
and keep away !Tom young children 
unless you're prepared to stick your fin-
ger up their nose to gel one out. 
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This semester is half over: That 's right 
fo lks, week eight is officially over. 
We're over the mid-semester hump and 
it's downhill from here on out. 
Hopefu lly everyone is done with 
midterms and ready for the holidays. 
Halloween in Madison: Ending up in 
jail is expected, or at least getting 
smoked out of an over-populated area 
by the riot-control police. Note to self: 
watch personal belongings when lost in 
I his heavy cloud of smoke- we don ' t 
need a repeat of last year. 
Cold weather: Yeah, I said it. It 's here, 
and I actually enjoy it. Ice skating, 
snowflakes and the holiday season: it 's 
a great time of year. I also enjoy the 
ongoing battle between me and the 
wind of downtown Chicago. 
Heating bills: Well, when you live in a 
house with 15-foot ceilings and the 
draftiest windows in Wicker Park, the 
heat is nonexistent, no matter how high · 
you have it set. So I just want to thank 
Peoples Gas in advance for the hun-
dreds of dollars I' m about to spend. 
People who YELL on their cell 
phones in public places: I spent a three 
hour bus ride from Peoria to Chicago 
listening to the woman behind me hol-
lering to her friend about her orgasms 
that she had over the weekend. 
C'mon ... 
";-- --
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hunt-ing (n) I. the sport or practice of pursuing and killing or capturing wild an imals. 2. the process of searching carefully for 
something, usually over a period of time. From the Encarta Wor./d English Dictionary 
This is duck hunting, where you set up decoys in the dark at four in the morning and wait till sunrise to see a few ducks fly by. 
Nature is unpredictable, and that is what is admirable about the woods and the world. Keeping silent in a boat, waiting to hear 
12-gauge gunshots, an unusual sound breaks the silence- a couple thousand birds soaring through the sky. 
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Hot doctors, booze ond pottery 
Chicago pottery place capitalizes on hit show 
By Katie Chor/ Staff Writer 
Early ThursJ ay evenings, bars "Glazed Anatomy" every week It started with the first show 
are not yet packed, restaurants for those who have a desire to o f the current season, which was 
experience a dead hour, the pai nt pottery but are having a a big event for the store . Food, 
streets are empty and free park- hard time leav\ng Dr. beveniges, raffles and prizes 
ing is available all over the city. McDreamy. from boutiques in the area were 
It's 8 p.m., and unless it's being "Apparently people are really just a few of the perks. A man 
recorded, many Chicago resi- into this show," Mara Link, posing as a " hot" doctor was 
dents are inside their homes, manager of · the Lin r:>ln Park also present to give tips on 
obsessively watching the hospi- store. s~id. pamting. Althoug1• the doctor is 
tal drama "Grey's Anatomy." This store, as well a~ the ~tore no~ on call every week, people 
But now people can leave thei r in Lakeview, 3339 N. Linco ln can still bring their own food 
homes and still catch every Ave., plays the show while cus- and buy d iscounted potte ry 
minute of main character tomers paint everyth ing from pieces to paint. 
Mered ith Grey's thoughts. ceramic heart -shapd boxes to Employee Mandy Harris said 
Glazed Express ions, 717 W. tea cups and margarita glasses. customers tend to drink howev-
Armi tage Ave., the "paint-it- They can also enjoy BYOB er much they want, not shying 
yourself pottery place," hosts alcohol at no extra charge. away from the fragile, ceramic 
--------------------------------~------
GOODMAi-i 312.443.3800 GoodmanThea1re.or1 
I DIRECTED BY KATE WHORlS KEY 
~ ~-~ 
SPtCt•t v oup nvtnas for 10 or mort . 
Call Kim 'urp nson 11 312 443.3120. 
Katten 
., ... _.._~ ~~ ...... I'J~ I••t '**''~ ,,....,._'t.-.tl._ll>llf,.,._._,w ........ ~ 
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atmosphere. The painters who 
drink the most, she said, tend to 
paint very well. 
Thorn Pfiffner, a Columbia 
film major, works part time at 
the store, instructing beginner 
painters and firing the kiln to 
fin ish the pieces. He said his 
girl fri ~nd used to wateb the 
show anrl got him into it. 
"I know what 's going on, 
which is kind. of funny," he said. 
" It 's a eood show.'' 
A person doesn 't need to be 
an experier.ced pottery painter 
to crea<e an art istic piece. 
Pfi flner recites the easy tips and 
instruc tions energet ically to 
each rookie painter. 
And if the tips are nN enough 
to get the new artist going, he or 
she can look around the paint-
covered store for insp iration. 
Pottery and sample artwork line 
the turquoise wall. Almost 
everything is painted pottery. 
Even the paintbrush holders are 
painted pottery p ieces. The 
bright yellow bathroom has 
painted light switch plates and 
step stools below a mirror hung 
on colorful pottery. 
Although the show starts at 8 
p.m .. the pottery special starts 
at .6 p.m. Before "Grey ' s 
Anutomy," painters can pre-
game with the new show, "Ugly 
Betty·· and any food or drinks 
they decide to brir)g. 
" I like both shows," H!lflis 
said. She also worked a few 
years back when the store h~ld 
the same special with the shows 
.. Friends" into "E.R." 
" We drew a big crowd," 
Harris said. "During the winter 
it was packed. Sometimes you 
couldn ' t even hear the TV." 
Harris said painting pottery is 
a nic: way to unwind after 
work. 
" It's escapism," she said. "It's 
a little like meditation." 
Kristine Smith is a regular at 
the store. 
" I've never not finished a 
piece in one sitti ng," she said, 
hurrying to cover the white 
ceramic piece with paint. Smith 
works in pharmaceuticals at 
Rush University Medical Center 
and said she uses pottery paint-
ing as her therapeutic and cre-
ative outlet . · 
Whether customers are there 
to paint pottery or watch their 
favorite • show, Glazed · 
Expressions supplies the paint,, 
pottery and entertainment to 
insp ire great works of art and 
great gossip about Meredith 
Grey 's love life. 
chronicle@colum.edu 
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DevU's Night not so scory onymore 
Oct. 30 is known to many as 
Devil 's Night , an evening of 
causing mischief that's typically 
harmless. In the past, the night 
had a much darker connotation in 
Detroit, with hundreds of fires 
being set around the city. Now, 
the day has now become one 
made for street celebrations and 
family-style barbecues. 
However, the lore of Devil's 
Night is becoming a Hallmark 
holiday of son :; that has spawned 
Devil 's Night greeting catds. It 's 
also the reason for a new 
Napervi lle ghost tour. 
Napervi lle Gho~t Toun; is host-
mg Devil's Night: Luci fer 's 
Luxury Limo Ghost Tour, com-
plete with a ride in a Hummer lim-
ousine and Halloween themed 
alcoholic beverages to celebrate 
the day. 
"We're adapting the day to try 
to turn it into something fun," 
said Diane Ladley, owner o f 
Naperville Ghost Tours, who is 
well aware o f the day's history. 
Ladley said she wanted to 
offer the tour on Devil's Night 
as a way of creating a new 
image of the day. Rather than 
having people look at the night 
zs one of terror, she'd like peo-
ple to imagine it as a day of total 
luxury, another aspect associat-
ed with "devilish" behavior. 
The tour lasts for about two 
hours and will stop at various 
locations in Naperville that are 
Night of terror becomes day of celebration 
thought :o be haunted. The .cost 
of the tour is $70 per person.' and 
is supposed to be ~ way for 
grown-ups to enjoy Hallowe.t:n. 
"Each tour will have a Hellish 
Host or Hostess who tells ghost 
stories while the guests wine 
and din~." Ladley· said. "We' re 
going to have Lestat-kissed 
champagne and black vodka 
with red cherries. We' re also 
tryi ng to get our hands on 
Undenaker 's spt ing water." 
Even with the day becoming 
more commercialized, there are 
still a number of people who don't 
know anything about the history of 
the night. Brendan O'Connor, a 
jollfnalism major at Columbia, is 
one of them. 
" I'm not an advocato r for 
pyromaniacs ," O'Connor said. 
"So anything that can deter peo-
ple from se•ting fi res is a good 
thing. In terms of the commer-
cia lization ... i 've never heard 
of it." 
Detroit had a long standing his-
tory of arson on the days sur-
rounJing Halloween. Thoughout 
the 1980s and into the early 
1990s, vacant bui ldings and auto-
mol>iks were set on f're just for 
fun. In the early 1980~ there was 
one Devil's Night that spawned 
more than 700 fires in the city. 
The arsons sparked international 
attention and took otT throug!Jout 
the world as a huge misconcep-
tion. It got to a p·Jint where peo-
By Mary Kroeck/Assistant A&E Editor 
pie thought that .Detroit's citizens 
were setting thei r own homes on 
fi re, according to Matt Allen, 
press secretary for Detroit's 
Mayor Kwame M. Kilpatrick. 
Today, through the c ity's 
determination to st'lp this crime, 
Detroit hosts the largest volun-
teer campaign in the country-
Angel's Night- and the day that 
used to be one of terror is now a 
day fo r part ies and trick-or-
treating. 
Allen thinks it's great that 
Naperville Ghost Tours is trying 
to do something fun and safe for 
the day, acknowledging that 
Detroit's day of terror is now 
just a part of the city's history. 
. " If the ·legacy of Angel 's 
Night s tarts a tradition, then 
that 's a great legacy for 
Detroi t," Allen said. "Angel's 
Night is a great success. If fam. 
ily fun and volunteerism is 
going on m other places, if we 
started that trend, we' re proud 
of that. " 
For more information oil the 
Devil s Night ghosr 1011r, visit 
www.napervilleghosttours.com . 
mkroeck@chroniclemail.con• 
Napervi lle Ghost Tours will take customers on a Devil's Night ghost tour in a Hummer limousine like 
the one s hown a bove. 
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Y ou hav~ your father 's nost, your motner's Py:s, and your 
grandmoth~r's chin. Why? Gregor Mendel was t11e first tc ~ns-.ver the 
questions of hererlity. Now, at Gregor Men&>/· Pldm;ng the ~l!eds of 
Genetics, you can explore Mendel's ref'l'X':r!mble !ife a,d !Jr;;un.l~ic 'NOrk 
in this fascinating exhibition. JnteraQtive ::fi:;pllys l'!t rou ccndlltt his 
famous experiment with peas and yoo ~i ii learn ho·,•• ~~~ ongiilal 
dlscov~rles still influence modern geneti't:s . 
r1dult Lec!urr: Tile Botany of Desire: 
A 1'/ant '.~ .. r;y,, Ficw oft/t<•l\(;r/<1 
Suc,trtiUJ~ .\"OJ'fJml·er II; 2p.m . 
M~t M:ri~ . .:f! F'vil ill. clu:hrr vr t~~l' ?~(")~ ')~ :l!:~ ~If.:!\ T .. f;.'"IO{ltl\' ) 
C't"sirr: .4 l'!.mt\ · f"}'~ Vin·.· nf tilf ~·~.:.:~~d. : ;1="- l1r-1\ ~~ c ·A·! ::1!.!'>-
n ;r.~:tU!iOtJ ;,){ l!k rr~J!:!'·lhht:: ~rh•,;r ~! h;:f:~-.1r:o; ::r:-"'! f:'.;;'i~' i1rr:· •.t,:' 
Ct·f]·!rrd·!frCJ' e-n U:c:, ·~th(·!" . 
l.866.FI E LD.03 • fi eldmuseum.o rg/ mendel 
For group bookings, call 312.665.7300 
For lecture tickets, call312.665.7400 
This txhib•tron and •ts Nonh Amtn~an t.wr we•t dtoltlof)td l.>t Tht fitld MvStvnr, 
Chrcago, rn partntrship wtth Tht Vtrtrnrqung zur Hirdtrunq der Gtnomforschung, 
Vitnna, Austr;a, and The Mt'ldtl t..1 uStum, Bmo, Czrc._. Rrpublrc 
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The writer in the Windy City 
Author of 'The Devil in the White City' pushes new book, ·.'Thunderstruck, ' in Chicago 
By Brent Steven White/Assistant A&E Editor 
While midday light reflected 
off outside buildings to illumi-
nate·a wooden podium, best-sell-
ing author Erik Larson hosted a 
reading for his new book, 
Thunderstruck, at a Borders 
Books and Music in downtown 
Chicago. 
About 100 people- most of 
whom purchased the author's 
new book~rammed into a cor-
ner on the third floor of the book-
store, 150 N. State St. , to see the 
famous author, listen to him read 
and ask him questions. Many 
stayed to have 'their hooks 
signed. 
But suspicions about some of 
Larson ·s research methods were 
brought up during the question 
and answer pan of the reading. A 
woman asked the author how he 
res.arched the facts for his new 
book. and if he "just stayed in 
libraries.'' 
Larson answered the question 
by noting that he traveled all 
over Europe while researching 
Thunderstruck, including visits 
to London, Bologna, Munich, 
Nova Scotia and Rome. 
Larson is the author of 2003's 
The De•·il in the Whi!e City, a 
national bestse:Jer, which tells 
the true story of the Chicago 
World's Fair of 1893. Th~ book, 
a nonfiction murder :nystery. fol-
le>ws Daniel Burnham, the archi-
:ect re~ponsible for build:ng the 
fair, and H.H. Holmes, a serial 
killer ' who used the fair to lure 
women to his residence. 
· Larson?s new book is also a 
murd~r mystery based on actual · 
events and unites stories of two 
men: Harvey Crippen, an 
American-born physi:ian who 
killed his Wife to be with his mis-
tress, and Gugiielmo Marconi, 
who is f.~mous for inventing wire-
less teleb'fllphy. 
The new book details how 
Marconi 's invention of wireless 
telegraphy wa~ instmmental in 
tracking and catching Crippen as 
he fleC! ·oreat Britain with his 
mistress <in an ocean ·steam liner. 
At the reading; Larson said he 
"didn't plan on writing another 
murder mystery," but got the 
idea for the book while research-
ing the progression of wireless 
communication. 
He stumbled across the name 
Harvey Crippen while on a web-
site dedicated to Marconi, and 
said he remembered hearing 
about the f.'lmous killer from his 
mother, who frequently told him 
stories when he was a child. 
After funher research he said 
he became fa~cinated with 
Marconi , Crippen and the events 
of the early 20th century period. 
"There was a cenain kind of 
romance abc..ut [Harvey 
Crippen]," LarS<>n said. "Part of 
the fun of researching this book 
was find1ng out about the 
[British) Edwardian era." 
While researching in Rome, 
Larson said he interviewed 
Marconi's descendants, including 
the inventor's daughter. 
James Connelly, a Chicago 
lawyer who attended the reading, 
said he thinks Larson's ability to 
weave a narrative voice with his-
torical facts sets him apan from 
otr.er modem authors, but noted 
that some people may find holes 
in Larson's books. 
" I like how he's brought 
awlreness to the early 20th cen-
tury era," Connelly said. "But 
some intellectuals and academics 
like to gripe about his historical 
accuracy. I just like his books." 
Since Larson 's last two books 
have relied heavily on historical 
facts, the author has been the 
subject of criticism from histori-
ans and academics. 
But Kirk Sullivan, a volunteer 
at the Museum of Science and 
Industry who also attended the 
reading, agreed with Connelly 
and said Larson's ability to com-
bine history with narration 
makes the author successfuL 
"He has a real conversational 
tone to his writing, and it's not 
just a historical lecture," Sullivan 
said. "His books are page-turn-
ers. You've got real historical 
events and serial killers. It's the 
best of both worlds." 
The release date of the book 
corresponded with the date of 
the reading, Oct. 24. 
-------------------------
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Andersen 
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Entelstein 
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VARIOUS MEDIUMS: 
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Glclee 
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Author Erik Larson speaks to an auo.ence of about 100 at 
Borders Books a·nd Music, 150 N. State St. Larson is the author 
of 'The Devil in the White City' and is promoting his new book, 
'Thunderstruck.· 
Larson's other books include 
Isaac 's Storm, Lethal Passage 
and The Naked Consumer. The 
latter is the author's first book, 
and is about the tactics compa-
nies use to "spy on their cus-
tomers," Larson said. The Naked 
Consumer is now out of print, 
according to Larson. 
The best-selling author thanked 
the audience for "showing up dur-
ing their lunch hour," and insisted 
that his next novel would not be. 
another murder mystery based on 
historical events. • · 
"I made a promise to my pub-
lisher," he said. "No more mur-
der mysteries." 
bwhite@chronclemail.com 
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The train slowly sways to-and-fro down the track, making its way toward 
home, a bar, class, work or any 
other destination in the city. As 
the creaking wheels and rhythm 
of steel running against steel 
become intertwined with one 
smooth, reperit.ive motion, it's 
not hard for tired minds to wan-
der and heavy eyelids to slowly 
droop for a few minutes of calm 
esc-ape. · 
This is when the train trans-
fornis from a publi~ place to a 
private sanctuary for some rid-
ers; this is also when Yvonne 
. Doll makes he.r rounds through 
each car, p hotographing 
unknowing riders with her 
Motorola camera. 
Yvonne Doll created 
SleepyUrbanite.com, a new web-
site to showcase phoios of" the 
city and its sleepy commuters 
captured with a simple cell 
phone camera and enhanced with 
some Photoshop edits. Doll, who 
attended the Art Institute for 
painting, is a web designer, 
musician and artist. After riding 
Chicago trains for the past 15 
years, she purchased a cell phone 
with a camera on it, started tak-
ing photos on the el, and the rest 
is history. 
Doll talked with The Chronicle 
about her website, her potential 
creepiness and how sleepinf on 
the el is a reflection of the city. 
The Chronicle: Do you se~ 
these photos as a reflection of 
C hicago's fast paced life or as 
more of an artistic project? 
Do!!: It's a little bit of both. 
Are we that tired that we have to 
be getting every little .nap on the 
train? It is a little weird that peo-
ple are so exhausted from their 
day that they' re sleeping on the 
train. 
You shoot the photos as art, 
but wby put them online as 
weU? 
I [thought) it' d be interesting 
to see a couple different things. 
It 'd be interesting to see what 
people think about it. If they 
think it's wrong, or an invasion 
of privacy, I can kind of see that 
they may think that. That's why I 
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Sleeping with o stronger 
Chicagoan makes art out of dozing commuters 
By Tiffany Breyne; Ma naging Editor 
ThesP. unsuspecting el passengers were photographed by Yvonne Doll for her website, sleepyurbanite.com. Doll uses her Motorola cam-
era phone to catch the s leeping riders off guard. 
put the blog up too-l think it 'd 
be awesome if somebody saw 
themselves on there and respi>nd-
ed to it. It's one of those things 
where you get a snapshot of a 
yery close-up, persor.al moment 
of humanity. 
Ho)Y exaCtly were you inspired 
to start this project'! 
I WaS shooting pictures of peo-
ple and ihey' re not even noticing 
me ~t all doing thai. ft was ·really 
l<;ir.d of cooi, once I s:arted think-
ing of it as do;ng a piece; i: was 
j ust so i;wigo;·ating. So I would 
rea:~y be excited to get up in the 
morning and get on the train and 
go ar.d get my pi~tures. 
Some of the photos on your 
web site are pretty close. How 
do you do manage that? 
I usually wait for the door to 
open and I move farther in to 
where [a sleeper is) and muscle 
my way in. Then, when I feel 
like maybe people are on to me 
or think I'm strange or some-
thing I get off of that car at the 
next stop and I move to the next 
car, so I'm the new person on the 
train. That's the amazing thing 
about it- you can be very, very 
close tc someone and photo-
graphing them and they do not 
know, 
You seem to have this process 
down pat. 
Oh yeah, there's an art form. 
It 's funny, though, when I have 
to be the rude person that pushes 
their way through the train cause 
I 'll see somebody who's just 
great, who's just all doubled over 
and looking awesome, S(j I gotta 
push my way through the train to 
get to them, which sometimes 
it's a little obvious. 
Do you worry that people will 
complain about the site? 
I think if somebody contacted 
me and said, "Take my picture 
down," I probably would. I think 
that it will be interesting to see 
what the thoughts are. So far it's 
been pretty positive and 
nobody's been upset by it. I have 
a couple rriends who are like, 
" I'm waiting for you to get a 
black eye on the train." More 
like in the act of doing it I can 
see people getting annoyed with 
it. But so far I've been pretty 
low-key about it. 
Have you ever second-guessed 
taking the photos or putting 
them online? 
I put it up to see what people 
would say. I do have a little bit of 
a skewed view on things some-
times. I have this thought that 
maybe creepy people don't know 
that they're creepy. Maybe I'm 
really creepy ano I just don't 
know !I. If the mora' -barometer 
in the city of Chicago has a 
major uprising and says, "Hi 
Yvonne. you 're cr~epy," I might 
take tha: ;nto consiocration, but 
maybe not, ! don't know. I enjoy 
maki?g them, and I think that 
I'm prese~ting people in &n arti s-
tic way. 
tbreyne@chronic lcmail.com 
BREAKf AST • LUNCH • DINNER • CORNED BEEf 
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Costumes thot drive people crozy 
National Alliance on Menta/Illness takes on Hallow~en costumes 
By Mary Kroack/Assistant A&E Editor 
When trick-or-treaters go door-
to-door on Halloween, most peo-
ple expect to see princesses, 
police officers and maybe even a 
monster. Few expect to sec some-
one dressed in a straightjacket 
looking like they just got out of a 
mental institution. Yet. the cos-
tumes exist and those in the men-
tal health profession aren't so 
amused by it. 
The National Alliat;ce on 
Mental Illness wants people to 
be more aware of the issues sur-
rounding the costumes. In thier 
latest "StigmaBuster Aiert" 
re lease, the organization a lso 
aims to fight against the nega-
tive portrayal of menta lly ill 
patients in haunted houses. 
"Stigma is one of the key bar· 
riers that keep people from get-
ting help when they need it ," 
said Bob Carolla, spokesperson 
for NAML "We'd like to stop 
the stigma and make people 
more informed [about mental 
illnesses].'' 
Carolla 's vi~ws are s hared 
with many in :he mental health 
pro fession. including Ralph 
Erber. who's been teaching psy-
chology at DePaul University 
for 15 years. 
"There's a stigma of people 
with mental issues that they all 
belong in a nut house." Erber 
said. "There ·s a large number of 
people with menta l . disorders. 
About 20 to 25 percen: of peo-
ple are diagnosed with a depre~­
sive di sorder. The costumes are 
not fair to people." 
This argument , however, is 
apparently uot strong enough to 
stop people from portraying a 
mentally . ill person on 
Halloween. 
Chicago Costume, with six 
loca:ions in the Chicagoland area, 
is one of the city's Sllpj)liers of 
Hallowecro costUir.es. The .:hain 
carries a costume that ft•aturcs a 
straightjacket and is .marketecl as 
a Hannibal Lecter outfit. 
"I read the [NAMI statement] 
and kind of dismissed it," said 
Courtland Hickey. manager of 
Chicago Costume. Hickey 
explained that the straightjacket 
costume gained popularity in the 
early 1990s with the release of 
the fil m The Silence of the 
Lambs. 
"I don't sec the perspective. 
[Halloween] is just about having 
fun and making lots cf political 
stat~ments:· he said. "To say that 
yot! shouldn't wear a costume 
that might offend someone wtth a 
merota l pcoblcrr. is like saying 
let's not make fun of pe.9ple 
who'v~ been in jatl by riot wear-
ing a prison costume." 
Hickey also commented that 
the Lecter costumes haven't 
been selling well this year. 
" It 's trends," Hickey said. " If 
some sort of pol itical figure had 
been committed to a mental 
institution and there was a pic-
ture of that person in a straight· 
. jacket, the costume would prob-
ably be more popular." 
Hickey thinks NAMI 's argu-
ment isn 't completely warrant-
ed. However. he · cloes under-
stand its point, saying that he 
thinks the statement is "a perti-
nent thing." 
AJ Ware, a Columbia theater 
major, shares Hickey 's point of 
view. 
" It 's just Halloween," Ware 
said. "Everyone gets made fun 
of at Halloween. If we can't 
make fun of everyone. than we 
shouldn 't make fun o f anyone." 
Still. Carolla believes people 
should be more conscious about 
what they c hoo~e to dress up as 
on Halloween. 
" r eoplc d<m 't go out on 
llallowecn trying to portray a 
c•11tccr patient." Carolla said . "So 
)'hy tnvtaltt.c mental illness?" 
mknwckri"chmniclemail.com 
Straightjacket costumes, like the one shown above, are offensive to 
people with mental illness. according to National Alliance on 
Mental Illness. 
In honor of Sharon Palermo Tired 
Th" Td~vis ion D•' pHrtrnt:nt an• I tlw f :I ri o·" !!' • C lwptr·r nf 
:"ationa l A..:od erny ofTd•' vi"i"rt Art!:i ;11 ,d S,· i •' n •··~s ittvit.:s 
you to the ina ugura l ew:nt in supp<or t of ~stal >lisltin,g th·~ 
S ha ron Pa lam•J S ch ola rship Ftmd . Thi~ sch olarship is 
being created in memory , f Sltarnn, wif• : .,f J,mg-tim<! 
Tdevision D"pnrtrrwnt fno :ulty 111<'11!1 ot·r Luk;· Pn iPnno . 
Friday, November 3, 2006 
Hermann Conaway Center 
1104 South Wabash Ave. 
6:30pm.: Receptlon with light refreshments 
7:30pm.: Comments and readings from Barbara 0 'Amato, 
award winning mystery writer 
Tickets: SSO.OO per person. Additional contributions are welcomed. 
RSVP online at www.colum.edu/ alumni/ palermo by 
October 27th. 
f•, ,,. "'''r,. ,,(urrr•l tlt<~rt '''' tlw •"llf' tll l or' ' " dt~ttJ tlt ' too ll w 
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of getting 
dirty .fingers? 
Moments from. the 
A photo essay by Chronicle photojou":~~lists ~ichael Jarecki, 
Andrew Nelles and Maunc1o Rub1o 
1 0 October 30, 2006 
w h" do oumbe~ re>lly mo.o? Wh" ;, 26.2 m;J~ 
other than a distance? To these marathoners, it is a common 
goal. It is completion, accomplishment and satisfaction. For 
the runners, 26.2 is more than the number of miles; it is the 
sign of a personal quest that begins well before the opening 
gun shot. It is a journey that will last long after the finish line. 
The marathon provided Chronicle photographers with 
moments that define determination, anguish and the human 
spirit. These photographs offer a glimpse into what these run-
ners went through during the LaSalle Bank Chicago Marathon 
on Oct. 22. 
October 30, 2006 11 
Mauricio RubiofThe Chronicle 
Michael Jareeki!The Chronicle 
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••• 
Dark Horse Project 
Dark Horse Project 
Vice.Miigazine ·,.. 
Gangs Vs. COJ/tslss11.e~. 
•••• 
T he Prestige 
Christopher Nolan 
I was surprised to. find out 
that this album didn't suck. 
Liv Mueller's voice has a 
melancholy beauty, like on 
the first track, " Hatinted 
Face .. " Most of the album 
is pleaSing, except for the 
final track, " Ren.unciation," 
which has a· beat you'd 
fmd at a clut- filled with 
Eurotrash. 
-K. Haburn 
"People with dogs are a 
bumm~ because they're 
putting their loneliness 0!1 
a leash for all the world to 
se\i:" Thank yoit Vice; for 
bemg the'most 'irresistible, 
condescending and hilari-
ous gen'iuses. You guys 
make 'me feel like ·maybe 
I'm not that obsessed with 
saying all the wrong · 
things. 
-C. Mahlmeister 
This supernatural drama 
set in Victorian London 
about two riv.al magic:ans 
merges the darkness of 
Batman Begins ansi the 
heady twists of Memento, 
Nolan's other films. But 
nothing beats David 
Bowie's appearance as. a 
mustached Serbian inven-
tOr who helps create the 
ultimate magic trick .. 
-s. Yaccino 
• 
M nemic 
The Audio Injected Soul 
•• • • • 
T he Onion 
• 
Lou Dobbs Tonight 
Broken Borders series 
CNN 
The texture of this yogurt ·• • • • • 
is sojiggly and gross it's 
. hard to finjsh the whole Wa tching people watch 
container. Even a deli-
cious flavor like key 'tini.e 
pie can't save "this sad 
,puppy; the thick ~nsis-
. · tency is enough to make a 
person puke up ihe 
healthy g()()(lness they just 
ate. 
-T. Breyne 
Premium · Blend 
Not quite Fear Factory. • • • • 
Not quite Strapping Ymmg 
Lad. Mnemic is more rern- The !-(old Steady 
iniscent of bands like Boys and Gil'ls in America 
Spineshank, Mudvayne 
and Coal Chamber-
except twice as silly. This 
album is a giant piece of 
shit. 
- B. White 
The Onion truly is 
"America's Finest News 
Source," as its masthead 
proclaims. This week's 
articles include "DNA 
Evidence Frees Mail After : 
15 Years of Marriage." 
Really, what eould be bet-
ter than that? Whether par-
odying the president or 
inocking real news stories, 
The Onion is dead-oh 
every week. 
.,-K. Haburn 
Lou Dobbs is in San 
Antonio and doing a 'good 
job of drawing attention to 
the immigration issue and 
letting the locals speak 
their minds. The idea is 
good, but Dobbs himself is 
as grumpy and standoffish 
as ever. This would be a 
great v ideo to send FOX if 
Dobbs were planning on 
auditioning for a spot next 
to Bill O'Reilly. 
-M Byrne 
• • 
Esquire Magazine 
November Issue 
• ••• 
The Nightmare Before 
Christmas in 3D 
Tim Burton 
The only thing better than • • 
people watching is watch-
ing people watch some- South Loop Fire 
thing else, say last week;s 
Dexter building trre. In 
every direction, a sea of 
arms snapping shots with 
cell phone cameras .. "I was 
really there!" The event 
brought Columbia's stu-
dent bodies out to gawk. 
-J. Fischer 
Craig Finn's voice is rough 
like a hard Sunday morning 
or. the bathroom floor. It 's 
set perfectly against the 
same thrilling: heart-stop-
ping rock and roll .that has 
been snorted up noses in 
dirty, bloody club bath-
rooms for decades. Listen to 
it loud, and serve with 
whiskey 
- M. Byrne 
Despite her bad acting , 
skills, Scarlett Johanss~ is 
one hot mama. Her photo 
spread for the Sexiest 
Woman Alive issue is evi-
dence enough: Other than 
that; though, the issue is 
lacking in any eye catching 
material. This month is 
worth perusing through in 
the grocery aisle, but that 's 
about all. 
-T. Breyne 
This 1993 rnasierpiece uti-
lizes stop-motion anima-
tion to showcase the 
genius of Tim Burton's 
visuals and Oann} 
Eltinan's glorious music. 
Burton's love of outsiders 
fuels this tale of 
Halloweent•.1w'h ·s skeletal 
?umpkin King stumbling 
upon the cheery world of 
Christmastown in 3D. 
- M FagerhoiM 
The frre started a bit slow, 
but the mo¥ir)g action 
quickly escalate<! it to one 
of hippest,. must-see 
thrillers of this semester. 
The excitement, however, 
rapidly moved to disap-
pointment as the plot· 
dragged on much longer 
than necessary, wi.th a 
stunning lack of character 
development and solid dia-
logue. 
·- -J. Jaworski 
Taking a closer look at Chicago's local muscians Haiku 
Tony Kim, aka Haiku, is a 25-year-old Chicago rapper have you been seeing lately in the Ch icago scene? 
and senior Columbia journalism major- but that doesn't I would say that people in Chicago are very experimental. 
mean school takes priority of music. We' re very daring when it comes to hip-hop. But it's got-
"Joumalism is a g<XY.I tool to have, bllt I'm not out there ten to the point where if you go out and do a show in 
trying to write articl~s all the time, " Haiku said. " I think • Chicago, there's a low chance of industry people being 
that both music and joumali~m let you ex~ress yourself in there to see it. You can do shows in New York City or Los 
a certain kind of format.'' Angles, and there's more of a chance of someone imp<ir-
The Chronicle talked with Haiku recently about his MC tant being there. Here in Chicago you play dive bars, and 
name, the Chicago scene and his interest in Lou Reed. you're out there grinding away. That gives you sort of a 
"fuck·it" attitude. 
The Chronicle: What's the story behind your MC 
na me, Haiku? 
Haiku: When I was iu college in Carbondale, I was minor-
ing in philosophy, ar.d I just kind of got wedged into this 
eastern Asian philoso:;>hy thing for a while. I liked the 
whole meaning of the haiku because it's like you take the 
most complicated things around you that are beautiful to 
you and put them into a context where they're simple. 
Being that I'm Asian, I just thought that this can work 
because I feel that's my style of music, that's my style of 
rapping: take th~se complex s ituations and put them into a 
simple format. 
The Chicago Sun-Times recently ran a story about you, 
and it said you like Lou Reed. What do you like about 
him? 
He's able to project his lyrics a certain way so you can 
understand them. He doesr. ' t have to go out of his way to 
be heard . He's got a deep, thick style. It's unconventional. 
As somebody involved with local music, what trends 
How d id you get into the style of music that you're 
doing now? 
I was more into rock music when I was younger, like punk 
f()Ck, but basically the energy was what I liked. It seems to 
me that punk rock and hip-hop are going for the same 
~ause, the same youthful angst, like social distances, rebel-
lion. But I ended up bouncing back and forth between 
punk and hip-hpp, and then I started getting into groups 
like Wu-Tang and the hardcore stuff. To me, it was a pretty 
natural trans ition from punk to hip-hop. 
Haiku performs at The Empty [Joule, /035 N. Western 
Ave. on Nov. 26 at8 p.m. Listen to his albums Blew and 
Brainstorms on his myspace si!e at 
ww.v. my space. com/haiku. 
- B. White 
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-Off with Antoinette's heod! 
Coppola's bizarre experiment is a tasty, if tiresome, treat ~ 
As the young over-privileged 
offspring of Hollywood royalty, 
Sofia Coppola was critically 
beheaded for the disastrous per-
formance she gave in her 
father 's film, The Godfather: 
Part 3. It's therefore no wonder 
why she would be attracted to 
the story of Marie Antoinette, 
the young over-privileged off-
spring of Austrian royalty 
whose disastrous reign led to 
her own literal beheading. 
When Marie laments I hat " let-
ting everyone down" would be 
her "greatest unhappiness," 
while being informed that "all 
eyes" will be on her, it's impos-
sible not to sense the parallels 
between the character and the 
filmmaker. Not that Sofia denies 
any s imilarities. This may be 
one of the most personalized 
period pieces ever made. Why, 
then, is it so full of sty le. flash , 
color- and little else? 
With her acting range still limit-
ed by typecasting, Kirsten Dunst 
once again stars as a gorgeous teen 
whose natural beauty is deemed 
too perfect for this foul world. As 
14-year-old Marie, she's whisked 
away to Versailles, where her mar-
riage to Louis XVI will strengthen 
ties between Austria ani! France. 
Louis is played by Jason 
Schwartzman. whc generates 
laughs simply by batting his 
puppy-dog eyes which frequently 
well up w:th childlike impotence. 
. The pres~ure put u;x>n Marie to 
consummate her marriage with the 
sexually dysfunctional Louis is 
By Matt Fagerholm/Film Critic 
further intensified by the insuffer-
able regulations plaguing her 
everyday existence. 
Yet Marie maintains her curious 
pluck, and momentari ly flourishes 
within th: French upper crust, 
del~ing into it~ m3terialism, scan-
dais and gossip worthy of a 
Face book post. 
This is Coppola 's third direc-
torial feature, following The 
Virgin Suicides and Lost in 
Translation. and she once again 
displays a knack for creating 
mood pieces fraught with 
bewitching melancholy. 
I'm still unsure whether she's 
mastered the art of storytelling. 
There just doesn't seem to be a 
whC'le lot of depth beyond the 
film's sumptuous and admittedly 
impressive visuals. 
My sister. who accompanied me 
to the film 's screening, said that 
within the film's opening minutes, 
she already wanted to wear 
Marie's clothes. Lance Acord's 
cinematography and Milena 
Canonero 's costumes make every-
thing onscreen seem as edible a5 
the food Mari~ feasts up<in. The 
orderly compositions of certain 
shots recall the structured extrava-
gance of Kubrick's Barry Lyndon, 
yet this may be the flfSt costume 
drama I've seen where the actors 
project an open awareness that 
they are indeed wearing costumes. 
With the ·exception of 
Schwartzman, nearly every cast 
member is wasted. I would have 
gladly seen more of Rip Tern as 
Louis XV, Steve Coogan as 
Ambassador Mercy, and especial-
ly Judy Davis as Marie's rigid 
taskmaster, Comtesse de Noailles. 
Sporting a formidably. stem 
glare, regally flaring nostrils and a 
sharply chiseled neck, Davis is an 
uproarious presence to behold. She 
makes Dunst seem all the more, 
inadequate of a choice to carry this 
gigantic enterprise. It isn't that 
Dunst is a bad actfl:ss; she's actu-
ally quite a winning charmer. Her 
lackluster portrayal can't be entire-
ly faulted, since it's surrounded by 
a film seemingly constructed out 
of nothing but shiny surfaces. 
Neverthe less, there are 
moments in Coppola 's film that 
graze th~ face ·of greatness. 
Marie · frolics along a garden 
with her daughter, in a sequence 
as beautiful and tender as any-
thing captured on film . . 
Coppola gets a lot of satirical 
mileage off of ludicrous French 
traditions, particularly one which 
forces a naked Marie to bow 
before various visitors, thus 
delaying her chance to be 
clothed. The princess's utter lack 
of privacy is also effectively 
depicted , and Coppola uses 
music from her own teenage 
years to punctuate Marie's rocky 
journey through adolescence. 
Yet this flashy autobiographical 
approach includes a curtailed 
interest in historical detaiL 
Influenceil by the vastly superior 
Amadeus, Coppola allows her 
actors to speak in their normal 
accents, a stunt more jarring than it 
is enjoyable. 
Kirsten Dunst plays France's iconic yet ill-fated queen, Marie 
Antoino:!tte. Based on Antonia Fraser's book, the film is in theaters 
now. 
Marie Antoinelle works Gp to a 
point. Dunst's performance could 
be ·duplicated, and undoubtedly 
improved, by countless other 
actresses, and that may .be the 
point. Coppola seems to intend 
this film to be a universally relat-
able portrait of history, one that 
any contemporary- viewer could 
see themselves imprisoned within. 
Scenes float by, consisting of a 
dream like rhythm and inconse-
quentia l detai.l that is starting to 
emerge as a trademark of 
Coppola ·s work. The result is a 
thoroughly enjoyable series of 
images \hat never truly. manages 
to form mto a satisfYing film. · 
The delectable. landscapes and 
mouth-watering eye candy are 
plentiful. Yet whenever the audi-
ence hungers for substance, 
Coppola offers nothing but cake. • 
chronicle@colum.edu 
'Marie Antoinette' 
Directed by Sofia 
Coppola 
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Cobro StorshiP crushes during toke-oft 
It is a matter of coincidence 
that Gabe Saporta, the frontman 
of Midtown, chose Cobra 
Starship as the name for his solo 
project, and then went on to write 
his first single for the soundtrack 
of Snakes on a Plane. 
It is no coincidence, however, 
that he scored the opportunity 
from his friend-in-a-high-place, 
Pete Wentz of Fall Out Boy. 
Without that connection, 
Saporta 's musical career might 
have died with his former band; 
with Wentz's help. · Cobra 
Starship. had an opportunity for 
the · limelight. But Snakes on a 
Plane was quickly forgotten, 
despite being the amalgamation 
of all the key summer-action-
fl ick ingredients, and Cobra 
Starship wiil be as well. The pro-
ducers of Snakes on a Plane 
learned that fo llowing formulas 
doesn 't win you respect , and 
Saporta is in for the same lesson. 
Cobra Starship 's debut album, 
While the City Sleeps. We Rule 
the Streets, is the product of 
Saporta's lonely e fforts in a 
recording studio, trying his hand 
at all the instruments. Really, 
the band could be called Gabe 
Saporta, or perhaps, the Gabe 
Saporta Band. He played both 
(!rums and guitar, and sang 
the hatmonies fo r his own 
lead vocals. 
When the late Elliott Smith 
did that, the simplici ty worked 
~ell. He wasn't an amazing 
drummer, and he dodn 't need to 
Frontman not good in solo effort, either 
By Mark Byrne; A&E Editor 
!j. 
~~~ rstyp 
and the solo force 
behind Cobra Starship, poses the camera. Don't bother buying 
his album. 'While the City Sleeps, We Rule the Streets,· which came 
out on Oct. 10. 
be-the music was an appropri-
ate match with the vocals, and it 
didn 't compromise the ~omplex­
ity of Smith 's melodies. But 
when Saporta does the same 
thing , it is very noticeable. 
Perhaps a more skilled drummer 
could have put an interesting 
twist on a few of the songs. But 
Saporta only knows the bas ics, 
and it shows. 
The single, "Snakes on a Plane, 
(Bring It)" starts out with frantic, 
siren-like synth sounds and a clip 
of Samuel L. Jackson's famous 
line from his almost-famous 
movie. At that point in the song, it 
could have been anything; elec-
tronica, new-wave revival or even 
a metal band with a sense of 
humor. 
But, alas, the music comes ;n, 
and the disguises are stripped off. 
This is pop-punk-catchy, 
anthemic, hyperactive and bleed-
ing with harmonies and hooks-
but it isn't much else. 
Other tracks have more variety 
in style; one song, "The Kids are 
All Fucked up," could even be 
mistaken for a softer, simpler form 
of '80~ revival. But it's nothing 
new, e>p'!cially for this kind of 
alburr. The variances Saporta 
takes are typical ones-the softer 
piece, the poppier piece, "Lhe syn-
thy piece-they all fa!l within 
those pop rock bounds, and don 't 
do much to climb out. They don't 
want to. They are comfortable 
there. Even in "The Kids are All 
Fucked up," it sounds more Saves 
the Day than Smiths. 
In the cleverly-titled third 
track, "The Church . of Hot 
Addiction," Saporta claims, sev-
eral times over, that he is "the 
drug you can't deny," and one 
can sense a hint of wishful think-
ing in the repetition of that lyric. 
His formulaic music doesn 't sug-
gest otherwise. The high , nasally 
chorus anthems which conclude 
with even-higher-and-more-nasal 
harmonies, the unimpressive 
three-chord guitar rhythm- these 
are the standards of a hit pop-
punk record. and Saporta brings 
them out in full force like he is 
pushing an agenda. 
Saporta could be the lead singer 
for any number of emo or pop-
punk bands. His voice is perfect 
for :t. In Midtown, his vocals are 
slightly whinier, more sad-bastard-
with· a-band. But Midtown never 
really it made it big, and they 
aren ' t climbing any charts. 
Perhaps Cobra Starship is a knee-
jerk response to his past failure. 
Perhaps, with his solo project, he's 
determined to make it. So deter-
mined that he will abandon all 
hints of originality, assuming he 
had any to begin with. 
Saporta might have gotten the 
pop fonnula down, but that is only 
a product of skillful imitation, the 
thing cover bands are made of. It 
speaks nothing for his worth as a 
musician. This music is listenable 
and it is catchy, but it will not last. 
Maybe Cobra Starship will see 
fame similar to Fall Out Boy (in 
fact, they are on the same starter 
label, Fueled by Ramen. a feeder 
for Atlantic Records), but this is a 
catchy album in an era of catchy 
albums just like it, and sadly. that 
is all it 'is. 
It might take half the album to 
get there, but his lyrics are never 
more se lf-a ware than on the 
sixth track, " Keep it Simple,": 
"I ain ' t got much for you," he 
sings. Too true, buddy, too true. 
mbyrne@chronicfemail.com 
Cobra Starship, 
'While the City ·sleeps, 
\!)0000 
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The apartment building Is large, and currently under 
renovation. The stairs creak and whine, almost sound-
Ing crabby, like the decades of feet and weight have 
finally become too much for them to handle. Atop the 
second floor landing, a vacuum deaner and laundry 
buket nestle next to the building's only occupied 
apartment The man living there Is unaware an lnvestl-
gatl,n has been scheduled for that day, which seems 
odd, considering he's also the building's owner, but 
he's rarely Interested In the lnveatlptlona happenlnc 
acrou the hall, evan If they do lnvoW. dead ~ 
"He's boon 111 complete demol obout the ghosts 1n th1s bulldmg: 
sold Chicago Ghost lrwestlgOtlons co-owner M1ch elynn Ceee. "It's 
too blld he ho~ o r w 111 hiS opnrtrnent • 
Chicago Ghost lrwestlg tlons. whose orr1ces re located t 446 
N. W lis St .. 15 u rclllllfe teem or ghostbusters who ct1vely lnve t1 
gnto th city's porono1nlli tnd supemotural ph nom n , U u'g n 
orsoi'OI or srtuntlflc a dg ts ond atztl'IOS, this sm II btmd of 
reeoorchors vlgorou ly trl to nM n wers to h&unted houses &11\1 
otllor fmrlo ocrurronce11. AltMul!l' COI1!1 not the only- hOSt huntlnl!, 
G\11npony 111 tnwn. It 111 th only busln t~ offer th opl)(ltl\lt\1 ~~ 
ru•lt\•rn,· r ~. nt " t OIIl or S55. tl1 porllcl~tt ln ln'IOStlptiV!\SIIIId \Ill{> 
1!11\l<ll huntlllll tu\.11~ . 
"1-'unplo llll llk W ' rt! IIIM!t t"l<ttli \1 e >Ne'H:I r\l)t ll tllldlll ~' I i!'OSt 
l!w r: C(l\' f' 'lrtld ·we'rt nl.'lt jutlt pointlnl atutf out n ll b\11 Ilk 11 
!1t ~lllwrturnl ttlllt. Pw<!pl 1! t to t~l)ttttntt MM!I &l\lff, ln<l I 
think " lnt uf them It r11 e mt tl\ln tron\ it." 
Ce.-. • whu hn~ nlw~va shown Ill\ 11\ttMt 111 ~tll~tn'"l • :tM , 
I!ICW !IIJ 111 n Jill \111ti!U 110\lllt. ~II kkJ, I ll* tfl tl\llt al\t 11\1 
11tll' only ruulilitiY "" IJU!mrl\t 111, but hid ttoubl dl tlt\i\llal'lln 
thltt tilrt '""c" tat ~ 111 livlttl tmd ttud. \1\ n't}utt 
\ 
sagged and looked like they had been 
made with old used wedding gowns. The 
place was in need of major renovations, but 
was an otherwise seemingly normal ratr.ole. 
The lone room that looked creepy was the 
bathroom. With a clawed cracked tub and 
crusted t itles abounding, the only things 
missing were a few scattered bones and a 
l:;~rge barrel of hydrochloric acid. ·· · 
"Entities have been here long befor~ the 
renovations, and they're not too thrillec: 
Cece said. 
Considering that the city has had mere 
than its fair share of disasters and mass 
_murders, Chicago seems like a ripe ·sa.lctu-
ary for ghosts and other unexplained activi- ' 
t;es. From the 1915 Eastland disaster that 
ki lled 844 people when the S. S. Eastland 
sunk into the Chicago ·River to the 29 boys 
tnat wine dug up from John Wayne Gacy"s 
crawlspac.e, Chicago can sometimes seem 
like one gigantic open grave. 
· Dale Kaczmarek. president of the Ghost 
Research Society, has been researching 
Chicago paranormal activity since 1975 
and believes that a lot of hauntings are due 
, ; t ::> untimely deaths. 
"These disaster locations are sometrmes 
thought to be haunted by people that died 
prematurely," Kaczmarek said. 
Cece alleges that most of therr haur.tlng 
sites frequently have been around places 
where death is commonplace. 
"Any place with a long history usually will 
have something:7 Cece said. "We'll typically 
. . -.· find a lot of act ivitv .around old churches. 
:. >"> ":;_· hospitals and morgues:· 
search for spirits, she said s;1e still lives with therr. toe. 
"My condominium is pretty active," Cece said. "G~osts are usu-
ally represented as orbs, so when I go to test out my· night vision. it 
looks like a disco ball in rr.y house." 
Working solely off phone and Internet reservations. CGI offers 
customers a courtesy ride from the old Water Tow<?r site or. 
Mich igan Avenue· to ar.y of its act ively huunted investigatron sites. 
The old tower. with its resilient stone walls, seems lihe a contrast 
compared to the leery first-time CGI customars who may be some-
what unsure about thei r upcoming advent~ res. Frequently, though, 
this striking juxtaposition doesn't fully register .vith customers until 
the gaggles of foreign tourists and large Michigan Avenue high-rises 
are replaced _with boarded-up windows and lost heir weaves. 
Recently, CGI investigated an old Taylor Street grey strme build-
ing in Little Italy. CGI would not to disclose the exact locatron of the 
site. Outwardly, though, ~his average-looking apartment wauldn't 
lead a person to believe that the place was haunted. 
Gaihing in popularity, tours usually consist of 10 or more peo-
ple, however, this invesUgation has a small ~urnout-tluee middle-
aged women <.~nd Cece--the apartment. nevertheless. was 3aid to 
be spiked with more than 50 entrtres. 
The women, Marilyn Melzer, her srster Cl'\arlotte, and Carol 
Frana seemed more apprehensive about be:rng in ar. unfamiliar 
neighborhood than about being on a ghost hunt. 
"We have had peo01e fr~ak out before,~ Cece said. "An ~ntity 
confirmed to a young wci'1an that she had i:orr.mitted s,,;cide ;;~nd 
the young woman s.imply br::;l<e down." 
Inside the apartment, tr.e lack of heat is i'r.medi<,tely <~;>parent, 
with a cool but not distractingly cold atrncsor.ere. Lrl;e the·stairs, 
the floors creaked everywhere, and paint pealed from different ceil-
ings while various cracked plaster walls revealed 1-10tential rodent 
and bug nooks. The living and dining rocirns had yellow-grey wails 
that had the aesthetic appeal of a snot rag, and the drapes all 
Back .a~ the investigation site, the to,.r 
group !;et"to work. Learning about the vari-
ous forms of detection equipment, the 
investigation took on aspects of a high 
~chool science ciassroom. And. while th_;se 
implements >~ eren't as cool as the varied 
fxms that Dr. Peter Venkman and Dr. t::gon 
Spengler used in the movie Ghostbusters, 
they were nifty enough. From the sensitive 
EMF rr.eters· to the. gu-n-like non-contact 
thermometers that measured temperatures 
thro).Jgh a laser point, the tools all had a 
professional look. 
"We try a net use a variety of equfpment. 
just so we can come up with more concrete 
answers, " Cece said. 
Demonstrating each one before handing 
them off for oth,!rs to use, Cece explains 
that spintual energy is sometrmes easiest 
io detect by EMF meters. 
"We have electromagnetic frelds within 
our bod res and around them-some people 
lrke to call it an aura," Cece said. ··your 
physical body blocks most of your EMF. so 
when you perish. what's left? Your elect.ro-
magnetrc field." 
The EMF detector is almost chrldrsh rn 
srze, but once o•;, the needle rmmedrately 
catapults to life. 
"In a normal horne. one that's not actrve 
with paranormal activity, thrs should read 
7ero to one," Cece said. "Right now th!S 
meter i~ reading above a three." 
With various forms of technology ali 
<:~round, the simplest one, the dowsing rod. 
'"as the most popular device during the 
invest,gat•on. Dating back to Roman times, 
when they were used t::> lccate water. cii 
ar.d buried t reasure, these simple l:shaped 
copper rods have also, according to Cece, 
been used for thousands of years as di·Jina-
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t ion devices. And because these rods are 
· composed entirely out of copper, they are 
perfect devices for conducting all forms of 
energy, even that of a spirit. 
After her brief description. Cece starts to 
use the reds to detect ana speak to entities 
around th~ room. 
Witt": tl;e others staring rntently, Cece 
began to· ~.peak. 
"I mean no disrespect. but if there are 
any spirits here who would like· to ta:k to 
me. please cross the rods.· The rods 
crossed a:-~d the_ collective gasps echoed 
throughout the room. 
Held normally, the rods are able to 
rotate. While they did not physically bend to 
cross over each other. they did move to a 
crossed position. 
But despite the divinaiion rods and high-
tech gadgetry, many people sti ll are cynrcal 
about the existence of ghosts. 
Skeptrc.com is an Internet organization 
that lobbres for the better representatron 
for the scrences. Its mission is to serve as 
an educational tool for those seeking clarifi-
cation on controversial ideas and clarms. 
"I would say that ghosts are a cultura l 
construct," said Skeptic art director Pat 
Linse. 
Linse· went on to explarn that all cultures 
have ghosts, yet they usually drffer radically 
from one <l'hother. 
"Russran peasants have ghosts that pro-
tect drfferent parts of the house," Linse 
said. "There's a bedroom ghost. a kitchen 
ghost and even an outhouse ghost: we 
don't have the toilet ghost." 
Before leaving, the group gathers in one 
of the small bedrooms off oi the living 
room. The bedroom seemed collier than the 
other rooms in the house. and the wall< 
were cracked so bad they <JI:nost looked 
like severely chapped lips VMh each per-
son carryrrrg at least one instrument. tre 
group :or:gregated aiound the middle of 
the roam. ·charlotte, in charge of the dows-
ing rods. began her attempt to communi-
cate with the dead. 
Regardless of the skeptical opinrcn. cer-
tain things cannot be explarned, and com-
municatron between these women and a 
sprrrtual entrty appeared to have tahen 
place. Mo:>vement irl the rods srgnrfies a yes 
answer. whrle no movement srgnrfres a no 
answer. 
"If there rs a sprritual entrty who wants 
to communicate wrth me please cross the 
rods," Charlotte sard. The rods crossed; Yes. 
"If you are a male; uncross the rods." The 
rods uncrossed: Yes. "Are you in anot;1er 
drmensron? If so, cross the rods." The rods 
crossed: Yes . "Are you happy tl1at we're 
here? If so, uncross the rods." The rods 
uncrossed: Yes. 
Charlotte handed the rods to Cece. 
"Were you marrred?" she asked. The 
rods crossed; Yes. "Drd you have chrldren-:>" 
Yes. "Are you w1th your wrfe?" Yes. 
Cece lool<ed around the roum before 
she said, "Thrs could be a rr.rschrevous 
questron. " 
"Do you feel that you two were soul 
mates?" she asked. 
No movement; No. 
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Get 'the look' without breoking the bonk 
Winter fashion on a budget 
Ev,·ry season ~ nc .... · 1tcna o f 
clortung comes out rh~!t a !·a sh~ 
ior: magaz1nc says is .t " mus t-
"'" c"" fo r any wardrobe. T his 
season take~ fa~ h ion ba ~k to the 
"NOs wi th s hort skirt>, leggings 
and vint.age tees. But 1t c<J n he 
hJrd--and expensive·- to keep 
up with all ' he latl' :>t trends. 
cspc<...ial~y u:1 a sludcnt's but:gct. 
This s:."ason. ihcrc 'r also an 
cn1rhasis on prooortioll- \\ Car-
mg a shnrt JGCkct wath a lo nger 
undershirt or \vearing a pair of 
s kin ny jean< with a "i<fcr top. 
Claire Wexler. a persona l styl-
ist for the f.1shion consuiti ng 
firm Sub;tancc Mc~ts Sty le . 
said she sees a ~rend in diffcr-
ent-colo>rcd dcr:im. Liray and 
bl;~ek jeans arc, accordtng to 
Wexkr, maktng a comeback . 
And. w hile Wexler thinks trends 
are intert!S' ing. she.= encourages 
people to think abou! som et hin g 
she calls ··cos: per wear. .. 
" 1: doesn't make sense to 
spe,ld a lot o f monc} e n some-
thi:Jg. like ·t c<:>at. if you're not 
going to wea r it evl!ry Jay," 
Wexier sa:rl. '"Everyone should 
in,·est in a coat that they" re going 
:o weJr a lot. I lave fun wt th color 
and buy something ) ,m · re ;ping 
to ~njoy. People get tired o f 
"e:•r:ng b lac k all yea:· · 
One thmg about thts s.:ason that 
1~ pantcuiJrly dlfkrent " that a lot 
,, f ol!tf:" can be " r-latcJ by 
By Mary Kroeck/Assistant A&E Editor 
adding accessories. according to 
Dianne Erpenbach. director o f 
Col•.unhia"s t>tshioo/retail managc-
111f....llt !1rogram. 
"Things like belt' and lcggmgs 
arc quick and : ~expens ive [to 
huyj to <tpdatt• a wardrobe." 
Erpcnbach said. .. Yuu can buy 
it~ms hke tunics or shirts. You 
<.:0111 acccssorizc with hclts at 
pla~cs like Forcvec 2 1, II&M or 
Target." 
floth Erpenbach and Wexle r 
s ugges ted that men s hould 
in"est in a great blazer because 
they are so versatile. 
·· Jf yo u get a b lack blazer or a 
s ubtle pir.-striped one. you can 
dress it up or dcwn." Wexler 
said . ""You can wear it for three 
seasons out o f the year. .. 
However, because man y blaz-
ers arc expens ive, one way to 
solve that problem is by s hop-
ping at a thrift store. Patric k 
Smullen. a senior fash ion major 
at Col umbia . al so suggested 
buying clothes that a rc made 
wt:h natural matenals . like cot-
ton. wcol or tenccl because 
tttose materials la't longer. 
In terms o f thrift-store sho p-
p ing. he also suggested gettmg 
something that's roughly the 
size needed because tt l:an 
always he hemmed and materi-
al s from o ld do!he' C;tn be re~y­
i:lcd mtc new ite ms . 
" If you know ~onH:onc who 
kn its or croichets. a way to get 
cheap yam is to get a s weater, snip 
it at :he. bottom ;tnd rework it into 
something cl,.c," Smollen said. 
Smo:len·s othe r suggestion 
fo r f;t, hi on is somethi'1g most 
pe.>plc a lready have in i heir 
wardrobe that he thin~ s never 
looks had . 
'"Evecybody need s a good 
hocdt~. · Smc llen said. "It does-
n't matter tf it's a pullover o r a 
z ipper down. You can wear it 
with a jacket and it's unisex. It 
lvo ks good." 
Erpenbach also said there are 
some item s that are wcrth 
spending extra money on. 
""A pea coat is a g reat invest-
ment," Erpenbach said . 
Erpenbach also said that ani-
mal prints a re a good way to 
make an out fi t m ore sty lis h as 
long as they're used sparingly. 
" It could be in the form o f a 
g love o r scar f," Erpenbach said . 
'"I' ve even seen the design on 
shoes and boots , or a purse. It 's 
an easy way to get a new look 
wirt-ou t spending a lot of 
money." 
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INVITE YOU:AND I GUEsT TITHE GREATEST 
SCREENING.~_·THE HISToRY OF SCREENINGS 
~ 
• Chicago 
Saunter Into 
G')JUMI\IA Ctt RONICI.F 
.. . .. .. 
ll E. Congress, Suite 224 
Monday, October 3oth, to pick up a 
complimentary pass (admits two) 
to a screening of this year's 
cinematic masterpiece • 
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. . 
: For your chance to win • exclusln ; 
'hnaclous D black light poster th•t will : 
blow your mind, email your name, ..- aiiCI i 
address to t•n•cl9.JIMI.c.ltlu:e9Jb ! 
and t e ll us why yAu think ,. ... are i 
. 1'he D'• biggest f•n. ~ · 
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RIP plostic 
pink flomingo 
Manufacturer of the famous plastic fixture 
goes under 
By Chartyne Varkonyi Schaub/MCT 
The pink plastic flamingo, a Florida-
inspired icon that has been reviled as 
kitschy bad taste and revered as retro 
cool, is dead at age 49. 
The pop culture symbol met its demise 
after its manufacturer, Union Products of 
Leominster, Mass., was socked with a 
triple economic threat-increases in costs 
of electricity and plastic resin combined 
with loss of financing. 
Production ended in June, and the plant 
is scheduled to close Nov. I, according to 
president and CEO Dennis Plante. Union 
Products made 250,000 of its patented 
plastic pink flamingos a year in addition 
to other garden products. 
Robert Thompson, professor of popular 
culture at Syracuse University, paid trib-
ute to the infamous bird that has been 
immortalized everywhere-from the 
John Waters' movie Pink Flamingos to 
bachelor parties and lawns across 
America. 
"Let's face it," he said. "As iconic 
emblems of kitsch, there are two pillars of 
cheesy campiness in the American pan-
theon. One is the velvet Elvis. The other is 
the pink flamingo." 
The birth of the plastic pink flamingo in 
1957 coincided with the booming interest 
in Florida, Thompson said, making it pos-
sible for those in other parts of the coun-
try to have a little piece of the Sunshine 
State's mystique in their yard. 
By the late '70s, according to 
Thompson, the pink flamingo became a 
SYI!lbol of bad taste. It was considered 
trash culture and embraced by folks with 
a wise-guy attitude. 
By the late '80s and early '90s, he said 
Americans learned to make fun of pop 
culture items such as the pink flamingo as 
well as appreciate them. 
Until recently, Mike Smollon was one 
of the folks who put the pink flamingo in 
the kitsch category. 
But during a recent trip to 
Massachusetts, the Boynton Beach fire-
fighter and battalion chief had an 
epiphany. 
After reading a story in the Sentinel & 
·Enterprise about the closing of the facto-
ry, he bought 12 pairs of flamingos. 
"I never owned a pink flamingo 
before," Smollon said. "To be honest, I 
used to think this was the kind of a thing 
only a girl would put in her yard. · But 
when I found out the factory was closing 
' I thought, this is something historical 
happening."' 
Smollon went to the factory and bought 
II sets of pink flamingos and one set of 
tures ended in June of 2006. 
the commemorative gold flamingos that 
were made for 2007, which would have 
been the bird's 50th birthday. He plans to 
keep a few and give the rest to flamingo-
loving friends. 
Flamingo fever hit and he searched the 
Internet for Don Featherstone, the kitchy 
bird 's creator. When he learned that 
Featherstone lived only about five min-
utes from his hotel, he called him and 
asked if he could come over and get his 
photograph taken with him. 
Not only did Featherstone and his wife, 
Nancy, come out of the house wearing 
matching pink shirts adored with ·green 
flamingos, he autographed two sets of 
flamingos. Srriollon also bought a copy of 
Featherstone's book, The Original Pink 
Flamingos: Splendor on the Grass, which 
he autographed for an extra $5. 
After Smollon returned home, he 
bought a set of pink flamingos from the 
1950s for $39 on eBay. 
"Now I have one of the first sets made 
·and one of the last sets made," he said. "I 
have my own private collection." 
Featherstone retired as president of 
Union Products about six years ago. 
On Oct. 5, he spoke on what would 
have been the upcoming 50th anniversary 
of Featherstone's plastic pink flamingo at 
the lg Nobel prizes at Harvard University. 
The lg Nobels, a parody of the Nobel 
prizes, are given for achievements that 
"first make people laugh and then make 
them think," according to Improbable 
Research, creator of the awards. 
Featherstone was honored in 1996 for 
his creation, which he originally sculp-
tured from clay using a National 
Geographic photograph. 
Several folks besides Smollon have 
stopped by to see Featherstone and get 
their pictures taken with him. 
"They think the pink flamingos could 
be extinct, and they think I will be 
extinct soon, too," Featherstone said. Hit 
is sad that it is happening, but it may not 
be dead yet." 
Featherstone and Plante are hoping for 
a resurrection. Plante has been seeking 
another company to buy the molds. So far, 
two companies in the United States and 
one in Canada have expressed interest. 
"I am hoping that someone will come 
forward and save the plastic pink flamin-
go from extinction," Plante said. 
Revived or not, the pink plastic flamin-
go is sure to live on in the pop culture hall 
of fame. 
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HOKIN GALLERY AND HOKIN ANNEX 
(::;,;'3 ~ VVA O AS H A \ U \ . L1f: HOUPS !) A"...1 7 P '\1 f.k:) ,.., C AY T~ uns:. l:.. '1 
AND 9 r~ M ~PM tJ I\ FP !DAY 
ALBERT P. WEISMA~ MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP 
EXHIBITION, OCTOBER 9- NOVEMBER 17, 2006 
The Albert P. Weisman Memorial Scholars hip Fund was establis he d 
in 1974 to encourage both undergraduate and graduate Columbia 
College Chicago students to complete projects in all fields of 
co mmunication. With projects spanning 10 disciplines f(om 47 
artists, this year's exhibition cuts a creative swath across themes 
as divergent as the business of dying, professional wrestling, and 
synesthetic experiences. 
C33 GALLERY. '2f ..... ,-:. .. ,,~ 
H( .. ~)":. ~~ /. ~~l 7 f:P,J ~ ": )\., ; .. t.'"f · ·~U t-7i~,C, :. "" t.. :, r.J r~ ~~ ".,. , •••• 'J ~~ .. ;;!. c;. ~ 
SNAP TO GRID, OCTOBER 20- NOVEMBER 10, 2006 
CURATED BY TRACY TAYLOR, ALYSIA KAPLAN, AND M ICHELLE WASSON 
Snap to Grid is an exhibition co nce ived of and juried by three 
Chicago artists who currently teach digital m e dia 'in Chicago's 
premiere college institutions- Columbia College and The School of 
the Art Institute of Chicago. Envisioned asari exhibition opportunity 
for s tudents who currently use digital media as a tool in their 
creative process, the jurors se lected artwork directly from their 
departments by s tudents whose work exhibits exe mplary craft and 
thought- provoking ideas. 
GLA SS CURTAIN GALLERY 
::..:c ; S. -.•1'Ae;.s~ :0\£ "~ '-<f ~· -:.. . ·~S :.. G ;.~.· ~ ~~1·' 7\..:f~t'~J. ' .', ::-~ : • .:::-s: ;. .,. ;. •,:_ 
p:: ,2 .?. v ;. ·._ r..) ::.. n :.·.• ; .:;~~,, c~. ~C' \ t~ ...:. v ;. t. :: i · · u - SO .!. f 
CELIA HERRERA RODRIQUEZ 
A PRAYER TO THE MOTHER WATERS FOR PEACE 
OCTOBER 12 - NOVEMBER 8, 2006 
In conjunction with the Columbia College Chicago FOCO Fes tival , The 
Glass Curtain Gallery presents the in s ta ll ation and performance A 
Prayer to the Mother Waters for Peace by Celia Herrera Rodrigu ez. 
A Prayer for the Mother Waters for Peace thou g htfully a ddresses 
issues of economics, war and e c ology. This multi -m e di a ins t a llation 
and performance w ill be determin e d by the colla borative e fforts o f 
Ce lia Herrera Rodriguez, s tude nts of Columbia Co llege C hica go and 
guest performers . On Oct o be r 1 2, the ex hi b itio n will debut w ith a n 
elaborate, multimedia ceremonial b le ssi n g usi ng wate r c o llected 
from areas of conflict across the globe . 
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Crossword· 
ACROSS 
1 C'lmic sketch 
5 Long ;>eriod 
8 Gung·ho guy 
14 _ as ABC 
15 Dam·building 
16 ~~lden years 
17 Mike and 
George 
19 Streetca· name 
20 Pinsburgh 
gridder 
21 Muscle spasm 
22 Sleep leners 
23 Type of IRA 
24 Bird or foot 
ender 
26 Lawyers' grp. 
29 First pert of a 
bray 
30 Cirque du Sol~i' 
performer 
34 Type of 
radiatior. 
37 Take down a 
peg 
38 Operatic song 
39 Geometric 
calculations 
42 Actress Paquin 
43 Annoying ones 
45 Top of b. d. or h 
47 Intrinsic nature 
50 Add:tion solution 
51 Decacte divs. 
6 Succeed at Solutions 
eavesdropping 
7 M il. installation 
8 Cancer, Aries, e 
N V l S aN v • 3 tl I l l .., 
t 3 N 0 N 3 lfl--S 3 yj I ~ d 
52 In ajiff al. 010 lj 3 J. s ... . lj I 't' d n v 
53 Landed 
9 Orestes' sister 
10 Classifieds 
11 Den 
12 Shrek, for one 
13 Swarm 
18 Hi, on HI 
3 !) tt n 
l 
S tl A 
lj 3 a N 
't' N N y 
1 d s S't'M S B d 
I 1 't' N 0 0 s 
yj n s 3 0 N 3 s s 3 
3 0 s ... • s l s 3 d 
s .., 3 lj ... 't' I ti '( 
55 "Nova· network 
58 Once existed 
59 Go on a spree 
63 Mother's helper 
65 Rocky orbiter 
66 Prepares 
21 TV guide abbr. 
25 White House 3 s 
't' B y A V lj v yjyj ... !) 
l ... 0 0 lj 0 ...  3 3 H ... 8 ... 67 Falsehood 
68 Zilc~ 
architect 
26 Loose·jawed 
27 Uncovers 
K l 't' B . H l 0 lj 
69 Apperei 
10 Also 
71 Com1c Laurel 
oovm 
28 Not quite right 
31 Toss back ana 
:orth 
32 "Lou Grant" star 
33 Rends 
yj 3 lj 
3 lj I S 
3 !) v a 
l 0 1 .., 
0 I l . tl 3 1 3 3 J. s 
3 a • s 3 0 ... 1 1 't'M 
1 o • v Ill A S ... 3 
3 z • N o 3 l I ~ S 
1 Uses a Srnger 
2 j wms hurler 
:"med broa<'caster 
35 Fellow searr.f!n 
36 Truly! 
48 Urcouth 
49 Leners rn 
60 Underground 
growth 
.:0 Hit man tennis? 61 Lollobrigida or 
3 Key 41 Carved 
4 "Lado!lr of 44 More 
54 Chances to pl~y 
55 Daddy 
Bernault 
62 Frrst garden 
. Years· novelist 
5 And so on 
immaculate 
46 Wrrter Zola 
58 Actor Lancastor 
57 RotissNie part 
64 French frrend 
65 Carte preceder 
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Cc.mplete the grid 
so each row. 
co:umn and 3·by·3 
box (1n bOld 
borclors) con tains 
fJVOr'J digit 1 to 9. 
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TO THE--
Chicago has run the 
Chicago Marathon six 
times. Dressed in her 
gray LaSalle Bank 
Ch1cago Marathon · 
2006 running jacket 
and woudly displaying 
her green, yellow and 
gold finish line medal, 
Boone was pleased to 
have completed the 
race. 
"It's a big deal ," 
Boone said. "Every 
year I run I b'.ly a jack-
et." 
Boone was also 
wearing bla:::k running 
pants, a red bandana 
and white running 
shoes. With a phone 
earpiece on, it is clear 
that she's also a busy 
woman. 
"The starting line is 
the best part L of the 
race]," said Boone, 
who wQrks in process 
architecture for 
Boeing. 
"Everybody's waiting 
to go and see what's 
going to happen. It's 
one of those thin~s I 
do because I can.' 
• 
Aquarius (J3n. 2t ·- Feb. 19): 
The pursuits of higher ~duca­
tion will st:bstitutf your belief 
in God wit~ tit~ burning desire 
to do keg st~nd~ at shitty 
underage h•J it!~ par:ies. 
0 Aries (Mnn:h -;, I ~- April 20): You'll wan; a, milkshake and you' ll want it "' bring all the 
boys to your ~ard. However, 
you' ll lie unahl" to decide 
whether you 'II .want them in 
your front yard or backyard. 
• 
Sagittarius (Nov. 23 Dec. 
21 ): Gett ing 11 tattoo of u 
p1crccd nipple '"' your butt 
checks. which therefore trans-
. forms it into u pair of hairy 
breasts, wi ll not he lliW of your 
shining nwments. 
• 
l.eo (July 24 Aug. ~.\): llow 
i< metenmlngi<l l'nm Sk1lling 
ton popular to serve jury duty 
yet Ollrnh Winfrey can be 
selected li>r n murder trial? 
e l.iht·u (Scpl .~·1 Oct. 23): C 1~11rette holders only work f11r drtt~ ((II CCII> and 1\tttlllllll '< 
pon ly cnomy the l'ctltiUiu. 
. 
/ 
:-
Mary Kroeck [The Chronicle 
• 
Pisces lf<'b. 20- March 20): The 
mystery of s:all nurnher nne in the 
women's !>nthroon. will come to 
an end when archeo~ogists discov-
er the ren:ains of a Native 
American prom que..:n. 
0 Taurus (April21 - May 21): The on ly thing you havt on your annoy· ing coworker is the fact that you lick the mouthpiece to their phone 
when he's not in the office. 
0 Scorpio (Oct. 24 - Nov. 22): If she's gone tomorrow. then why would she want another baby? 
Please. Ace of Base. you must 
explain this. 
G Virgo (Aug. 24 - Sept. 23): You'll tum out to be quite the entrepre-neur by creating Chicken Dogs . 
which nrc exactly like hot dogs 
. only they hnvc turd-shaped, deep-
fried chicken rolls inscned into hot 
dog buns. Y\tm. 
• 
Cnpricom (Dot. 22 _.. JM. 20): 
Your lifu below lhil ~untor will 
como t11 nn ond when th~ comet 
known ns velour undct·wo~r trikes. 
Goodh)'~. dry mon,ina • 
( 'nneor (Jttm• .;2 July 23):. 
Mtl'lurbutlilll wit!tnut hohrlctl· I 
tlnn,lu~t 111~111\ .~ 11111 '1'\l m lssi n ~~o 
Oomln1 tMny l2 - .)une 2 1): 
Shnrln11 '(lltr filt\l•s • of bchtl! 
Wt'III)I)O\I In t1 ~lftnt buiTitu f rb •'s 
mcnt, 1 llllSil In l\tdcJ. could i· 
bl I cud to d llciO\J 11' , 
mrtnu I he 11ucr ;h lu~~ lu 111\.• 
